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O U R  R E G I O N



History

The AMS was created as an 
independent Archdiocese by Pope 
Saint John Paul II in 1985 as the only 
Catholic jurisdiction responsible for 
endorsing and granting faculties for 
priests to serve as chaplains in the 
U.S. military and VA Medical Centers.
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AMS In Perspective

� 1.8 million Catholics 
serving

� 300,000 Catholic young 
adults

� 220 military installations
� 153 VA medical centers
� US citizens serving the 

government outside our 
borders

� frequent deployments
� declining number of 

priests
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AMS Edwin Cardinal O’Brien Pastoral Center

Global Archdiocese

Meeting spiritual and sacramental 
needs of military families
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Archbishop Timothy P. Broglio
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Authentic Culture of Encounter

q How do digital missionary 
disciples connect with 
people and get them 
excited about the faith?

q Why should digital 
missionary disciples use a 
variety of platforms and 
digital tools to evangelize 
and share the gift of faith?

q Identify blessings and 
challenges in 
communicating the faith in 
a digital culture/continent?
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Surfing versus Meaning/Pleasure 
versus Joy



Pope Francis –48th World Communications Day (1 

June 2014)

…media can help us to feel closer to one 
another, creating a sense of the unity of the 
human family….  Good communication 
helps us to grow closer, to know one 
another better, and ultimately to grow in 
unity.  …the internet … offers immense 
possibilities for encounter and solidarity. 
This is something truly good, a gift from 
God.
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https://w2.vatican.va/content/francesco/en/messages/communications/documents/papa-francesco_20140124_messaggio-comunicazioni-sociali.html


Pope Francis –48th World Communications Day (1 

June 2014)

Digital communication is about a network of 
people.

Personal engagement is the basis of the 
trustworthiness of a communicator.

Connections need to grow into true 
encounters.

A means to dialogue “by patiently and 
respectfully engaging their questions and 
their doubts…”
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Pope Paul VI
Evangelii Nuntiandi, #63

Evangelization loses much of its force and 
effectiveness 

üif it does not take into consideration the 
actual people to whom it is addressed, 

üif it does not use their language, their 
signs and symbols, 

üif it does not answer the questions they 
ask, 

üand if it does not have an impact on their 
concrete life
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New Methods and Tools to Proclaim Jesus Christ
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AMS USA app

vMobile Access to daily readings

vDaily and seasonal prayers

vSaint of  the day

vLive stream portal for Salt and 
Light TV and live webcasts
vhttp://get.theapp.co/03d8
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Forming Disciples for the New Evangelization: 
Archdiocesan Religion  Curriculum Guide

www.milarch.org/curriculum

ww
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GoToMeeting
Survey Monkey
email
texting
facebook
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GoToMeeting * Survey Monkey
email * texting * facebook
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AMS Family Faith Assessment

www.amsfamilyfaithassessment.com 18

http://www.amsfamilyfaithassessment.com/


Connecting Catechists Worldwide

AMS Catechists Talk
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Connecting Young Adults Worldwide

AMS Young Adults
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Online Catechist Faith Formation
VLCFF and Catholic Distance University
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Plus…
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üForming Disciples Blog
üOnline Conferences
üOnline Trainings
üWorkshop Video Recording
üAdvent / Lenten Reflections



Putting adults, youth and children in communion and 
intimacy with Jesus Christ….
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Authentic Culture of Encounter

q How do digital missionary 
disciples connect with 
people and get them 
excited about the faith?

q Why should digital 
missionary disciples use a 
variety of platforms and 
digital tools to evangelize 
and share the gift of faith?

q Identify blessings and 
challenges in 
communicating the faith in 
a digital culture/continent?
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Surfing versus Meaning/Pleasure 
versus Joy


